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Computing: 
We will be focusing on programming skills 

using Kodu and Scratch.  

Mathematics: 
We will begin the term by recapping on 
column addition and subtraction. We will then 
move on to adding and subtracting fractions. 
Our other areas of learning for the Summer 
Term are Telling the Time on a digital, 

analogue and 24hr clock; Geometry – 
Properties of shapes; Measurement – Mass 
and Capacity. Time tables are a crucial part of 
Maths and we will be focusing on the 3, 4, 8 
and 9 times table facts.  

Topic: 

‘Rainforest’ 
During this Topic the children will learn 
about some of the countries where 
Rainforests are found; find the equator on 
the map; describe what the weather is like 
in a tropical climate; name the four layers 
of the Rainforest; compare and contrast 
the Amazon Rainforest and Sherwood 
Forest; be able to explain the effects of 
deforestation. We are really looking 
forward to this exciting Topic.  
 

 
 

 

 

English: 
We shall be exploring story structures and 
the children shall be creating their own 
stories by focusing on settings, character 
and plot.  

We shall study texts linked to the Topic 
work of ‘Rainforests’ and produce written 
work from this.  
This term we shall adopt a whole class 
guided reading approach.  
 

P.E: 
The Year 3 children will be taking part in 
Swimming, Athletics, Oudoor Games and Sporting 
activities during this Term.  
Please ensure that your child has their P.E. kit 
each week as this is part of the Curriculum. A 
separate letter shall be sent home with regard to 
swimming.  
 

R.E. and P.S.H.E 
Our topics shall be ‘Judaism,’ ‘Sikhism,’ 
‘Relationships’ and ‘Changes.’ 

 

Science:  
In Science our topics will be ‘Animals, 
including Humans’ for the first half term 
and ‘Plants’ for the second half term. We 
will be making predictions, learning how 
to conduct fair experiments and 
conducting science investigations.  
 


